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Lieutenant General Charles P. Graham
Commander
Second United :ta}ls Arcv
Fort Gillem, y a

Dear General rah:n

Received your letter of l7 October 1984 regarding the Army
CAPSTONE program, and appreciate yOur concerns. We recognize
that there are still some problems in the dissemination of wartime
mission guidance. I further appreciate your efforts to gather
data from the field on the progress of CAPSTONE implementation.

CAPSTONE coordination will be a subject during the Commanders
Conference on 13-15 November 1984. We will point out the need
to emphasize the responsibilities of subdordinate units when
they don't hear from their higher wartime headquarters as well
as continuing to ascertain where guidance is not being received.

Let me assure you that I agree with your assessment and
look forward to seeing the results of your data collection as well
as an overall improvement in CAPSTONE coordination.
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General Robert W. Sennewald
Commander
United States Army Forces Command
Fort McPherson, Georgia 30330-6000

Dear General Sennewald:

Colonel Bob Lax, Chief of Readiness Group Bragg, and Colonel
Ben Covington, Commander of the lat Brigade, 2d Armored Division,
have developed a concept called "Lieutenants to Fort Hood" which
would provide an Opportunity to improve the ability of selected
Reserve Component officers. The concept involves the 2d
Battalion, 252nd Armor of’the North Carolina Army National Guard
and the 2d Armored Division. The battalion is roundout to the
division and has recently been issued the M1 tank. The program,
sponsored by the National Guard would call for ARNG officers, upon
completion of the Officer Basic Course, to be placed on active'
duty with the 2d Armored Division at Fort Hood to perform duties
as a tank platoon leader for a 12 to 15tmonth tour.

The concept has potential with other units. For example, the
155th Armored Brigade of the Mississippi National Guard is
becoming roundout to the lst Cavalry Division and receiving Ml
tanks and M2 IFVs. A similar program could be instituted and
would speed the transition to the new vehicles.

Initial coordination with the TAGs of North Carolina and
Mississippi, the National Guard Bureau, the 2d Armored Division,
the lst Cavalry Division and your_headquarters indicates general
acceptance of the concept. I understand DA is working on a
similar project called the RC Experience Enhancement Program which‘g
will feature a two-year tour for ARNG and USAR officers.
Conceivably, these concepts could be combined.

I believe that the "Lieutenants to Hood" concept is
innovative, could very well satisfy mutual needs, and provide a
closer professional tie contributing to the Total Army. Funding,
tour length, and personnel procedures would have to be developed.
The program could have value throughout FORSCOM for those units
scheduled to receive new equipment, and could be expanded to
include training for other than Armor officers.
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Request your approval and the support of your staff in
pursuing this program. My point of contact is LTC Sinclair,
DOST/Individual Training Division, AUTOVON 797-7385 or Commercial
(404) 362-7385.

'

Sincerely,‘Wm
CHARLES P. GRAHAM
Lieutenant General, U. S. Army
Commanding


